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AK503 EXTREME2

EXTREME WEATHERED VEHICLES + EXTREME REALITY

As many of you have requested we have decided to join these two fabulous titles 
under one only publication. Within this book you will find both publications, starting 
with Extreme Weathered Vehicles an awesome book to learn how to weather vehi-
cles in a way never seen. And Extreme Reality an impressive approach to realism by 
the hands of the best modelers around the world.

If what you are looking for the extreme realism, these are your titles and at an incredible price. An extremely good remake for all of us who 
love these models.

English, Spanish. 250 pages.

32.95€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/extreme-squared/
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AK3220 MODERN DESERT COLORS

AK3230 IDF UNIFORM COLORS

AK3240 WWII BRITISH UNIFORM COLORS

This set is specially formulated for the decoration of figures with uniforms used by 
soldiers of armies like US, British and Russian in desert theaters. In this set you will 
find all the necessary colors to paint all the camouflage colors used by the ground 
forces nowadays.
This set contains:
-AK3029 Faded white
-AK3033 Light Sand
-AK3056 Brown Black
-AK3031 Brown Leather
-AK3075 US Field Drab
-AK3143 Grey Green

This set is specially formulated and composed of 6 colors, to decorate any Israel 
Defense Army soldier of the conflict during the years of the war. By mixing them 
together, you can achieve a multitude of shades to vary the chromatic range of these 
uniforms.
This set contains:
-AK3025 Medium Green
-AK3056 Brown Black
-AK3063 Golden Olive
-AK3072 Ocher Khaki
-AK3074 Brown Olive Drab
-AK3076 Canvas Tone

This set is specially formulated for the decoration of figures with uniforms used 
during the Second World War by the British Army. In this set you will find all the 
necessary colors to paint all the greens used by the British ground forces and also 
all the camouflages available at that time.
This set contains:
-AK3026 Tan
-AK3058 Intermediate Green
-AK3064 Green Black
-AK3073 Red Brown
-AK3081 British Uniform
-AK3033 Light Sand

14€

14€

14€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/modern-desert-colors/
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/idf-uniform-colors/
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/wwii-british-uniform-colors/
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AK3250 WOODLAND AND FLECKTARN CAMOUFLAGES

This set is specially designated for painting modern woodland uniforms from coun-
tries around the world, this colors can be mixed to get several different tones for 
shadows and lights, because all this uniforms can have different worn tones. With 
this set the modeler will be able to paint modern uniforms with brush easily. It can 
be used with airbrush using AK712 Acrylic Thinner.
This set contains:
-AK3024 Light Green
-AK3056 Brown black
-AK3058 Intermediate Green
-AK3063 Deep Green
-AK3067 Deck Tan
-AK3073 Red Brown

14€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/woodland-and-flecktarn-camouflages/

